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ABSTRACT 
We investigate the properties of the approximate ]I. Itinverses G of an n + 1 by n 
real matrix D of rank n using any arbitrary vector norm ]I. 11. We give an explicit 
formula for 6, and we formulate the condition on D under which G is unique. The 
main result is an extension of the research by Flares de Chela. One considers also the 
approximate &-inverses (1~ p < cc) of the matrices having the block form [I,@ A, 
BT@Z,], where o denotes the Kronecker product, m = r + 1, n = s + 1, I, is the 
identity matrix of order n, A E gmXr, B E SSXn, rank(A) = r, and rank(B) = S. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let gmxn be the space of m by n real matrices, and let D E ~9”‘~~. A 
generalized inverse of D is a matrix G E anxm which satisfies [2, p. 81 
DGD=D. (1) 
We denote this matrix by D- and call it a g-inverse. Such a g-inverse always 
exists, and it is not unique unless D is nonsingular. Let ]I. 11 be a norm in 9Pm. 
An approximute 11. II-inverse of D is a g-inverse G of D such that ([3]) 
I(DGb - bll = ,7311llDx - b/l (2) 
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for all b, b E .9”‘. It is not guaranteed that such a matrix G always exists. 
The approximate I]. II-inverse is a generalization of the least squares g-inverse 
for the Euclidean norm. In this paper we investigate the properties of the 
approximate 11.1 I-inverses of D using any arbitrary vector norm 11. )I under the 
assumptions rank(D) = n and D E 9?(“+nXn, and we give an explicit for- 
mula for the approximate I]. II-inverses of such matrices. The main result of 
this paper (see Theorem 3) generalizes Theorem 2 from [3], in which Flores 
de Chela dealt with the &,-norm. One considers also the approximate 
$-inverses (1 < p < co) of the matrices having the block form [I,@A, Br@Z,,J, 
where @ denotes the Kronecker product, m = T + 1, n = s + 1, I,, is the 
identity matrix of order n, A E gmXr, BE .!2sXn, rank(A) = r, and 
rank(B) = s. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND KNOWN RESULTS 
Let ]I. 1) be any arbitrary norm in 9”‘. Together with the norm ]I. 11, it is 
natural to consider the dual norm (1. II * on 9P defined as follows 
Ilbll* = ,,yxl (b, c>t c 
where b, c E 9’“’ and (b,c)=b*c. Let b=(b,,...,b,,,)*E%““‘. When we 
use the Z,-norm 
l/P 




If p = 00 then we have 
Let b E .T%‘~ and b # 0. A vector b * E 9”’ such that 
(b, b*) = Ilbll*> Ilb*ll = 1 
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is called a Il./]-d uu vector to b (see [6], [7]). Let ]].I] be the &-norm 2 
(1 G P < co). If 1< p < co, then the &dual vector is unique. However, the 
&dual vector may not be unique for p = 1 or p = co. 
Flares de Chela [3] investigated the properties of the approximate gener- 
alized inverses of matrices over the field of complex numbers. However, in 
this paper we consider only real matrices. 
Every norm ]].]I in W” induces an operator norm in .B”” Xm by the 
following formula (BE .%?,‘,): 
IV-W 
llBl’= 2+? llxll * 
The following theorem of Flores de Chela [3] gives a characterization of an 
approximate 11. I I-inverse of D. 
THEOREM 1. Let D E amxn and let [[.I[ be u norm in ~3%‘~. Zf rank(D) 
< m, then G is an approximate 11. [l-inverse of D if and only if 
IlDG - Z,,Jl = 1. 
Let us consider the linear system 
Dx=b (3) 
with DE gmx” and b E 9’“, m > n. A vector y E 9” is a Il.]]-solution of 
(3) if it solves the following problem [compare (2)]: 
(IDy - bll = S = xmiinllDx - bll. (4) 
If the system (3) is consistent, then 6 = 0. Let the norm I]* I] and the matrix D 
be such that there exists an approximate I] * [l-inverse G of D. Then y = Gb 
solves (4). Flores de Chela gave an example matrix for which an approximate 
Z,-inverse does not exist (see [3]). 
It is well known (see [9, p. 161) that the vector y solves (4) if and only if 
there exists a vector u, 0 E Sm, such that 
vTD = 0, ll~ll* = 1, 
(DY - b, v) = II@ - bll. 
(5) 
(6) 
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We now assume that 
DE c$n+uxn rank(D) = n. (7) 
Thus we have dim(ker(DT)) = 1. Let 
w E ker( Dr), [(WI] * = 1. (8) 
If u E ker( Dr), then there exists a scalar p such that u = j3w. The following 
theorem gives a necessary and sufficient condition for y to be a I] * (]-solution 
of (3) under the assumptions (7). 
THEOREM 2. Let the assumptions (7) be satisfied. The vector y is a 
I(. II-solution of (3) if and only if it is a solution of the consistent system 
Dy=b-(wTb)w*, (9) 
where the vector w satisfies (8) and w* is a 11. lldual vector to w. 
Proof. Let the assumptions (7) be satisfied. If the system (3) is con- 
sistent, then wTb = 0 for the vector w satisfying (8). For this case the 
theorem is obvious. We now assume that the system (3) is overdetermined, so 
6 > 0 [see (4)]. 
Let X be a least squares solution of (3). Then 
z = b - E E ker(Dr). 
It is well known (see [6]) that 6 = (zTb)/llzll *. Therefore we have 6 = IwTbl. 
It is easy to verify that the system (9) is consistent for every 1). [j-dual vector 
w * to w (compare the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [6]). If y is a solution of (9), 
then JJDy - b(l = lwTbj = 6. Hence y is a solution of (4). 
Now, let y be a I]. #solution of (3). Then there exists a scalar a = + 1 such 
that the vector 0 = aw satisfies (5) and (6). It is easy to verify that the vector 
u=B(Dy-b)withB= a/S is a I]. ])-dual vector to w. Therefore the vector 
y is a solution of (9) with w* = U. This completes the proof. n 
The vector w satisfying (8) is defined up to the factor a = & 1. This 
means that if v E ker(Dr) and )]v]]* = 1 then v = k w. Therefore the 
expression ( wTb)w* does not depend upon the choice of the vector w 
satisfying (8). It is dependent on the choice of a ]I. [Idual vector to w (if the 
(1. Itdual vector w* is not unique). 
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3. MAIN RESULT 
Let the assumptions (7) be satisfied. We prove that there exists an 
approximate ]I. I(-inverse G of D for any arbitrary norm 11. II. We give an 
explicit formula for G. 
THEOREM 3. Let D satisfy (7) and let II-II be a norm in .9Tn+‘. Then D 
has an approximate 11. Il_inverse G and every G has the following fnm: 
G= D-(Z,+l- w*wT), 
where D- is a g-inverse of D, w satisfies (8), and w * is a I(. Itdual vector 
to w. 
Proof. Let D satisfy (7), and let the vector y be a I]. [l-solution of (3) 
where b is any arbitrary vector, b E 9”+‘. Such a y always exists. From 
Theorem 2 it follows that 
Y=D-(Z,+,- w*wT)b +(Zn - D-D)z, (11) 
where z is any arbitrary vector, z E 9”, D- is any g-inverse of D, and w 
satisfies (8). We have D-D = I, because rank(D) = n (see [2, p. 121). 
Therefore the vector y is a I], ]/-solution of (3) if and only if [see (ll)] 
y= D-(I nil - w*wT)b = Gb, (12) 
where G has the form (10). Therefore G satisfies (2) for arbitrary b. 
Moreover, we have DGD = D. Hence G is an approximate ]I* Itinverse of D. 
Now, let H be an approximate I].]]- inverse of D. Then the vector y = Hb 
is a 1). ]l_solution of (3). Therefore we have (see Theorem 2) 
DHb = (I - w*wT)b 
for some I] - II-dual vector w* to w. Thus we obtain [compare (12)] 
Hb = D-(I - w*wT)b 
for each b. Hence H has the form (lo), which completes the proof. 
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We now give another version of (10). To this purpose we apply the QR 
factorization of D (see [8, p. 2141) Since rank(D) = n, there exists a unique 
orthogonal matrix Q and a unique upper triangular matrix R with positive 
diagonal elements, R E Bnx”, such that (0 denotes the zero block) 
D=Q “0. [ 1 (13) 
Let Q have the block form 
Q= [Qd (14) 
where Q~E .cZ’(~+‘)~” and .z E .9”+‘. Since dim(ker(Dr))= 1 and z E 
ker( Dr), there exists a scalar j3 such that z = flzo, where w satisfies (8). 
Therefore we obtain 
ZT(z”+l - w*wT) = 0. (15) 
It is easy to verify that every g-inverse D of D satisfying (7) [compare (2.5) 
in [5]; see (13), (14)] is equal to 
D- = R-‘(Q;+ d), (16) 
where z E 9” is arbitrary. 
THEOREM 4. Let D satisfying the assumptions (7) have the QR factor- 
ization (13), and let I[*[/ be a norm in .%“‘+l. Then every approximate 
11. /-inverse G of D is equul to 
G = R-‘Q;(Z,+l- w*wT), (17) 
where w satisfies (8) and Q1 is determined as in (14). 
Proof. We now prove that the matrix G of the form (10) may be 
expressed as (17). Let D have the QR factorization (13) and let Q have the 
block form (14). Thus we obtain (17) . immediately from (lo), (15), and (16), 
which completes the proof. n 
The formula (17) may be written as follows [see (13) (14)]: 
G= [R-~,@]Q~(z~+~- w*WT). 
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The matrix [R-l, @r]Q r is the least squares g-inverse of D. Since rank(D) = 
n, the least squares g-inverse of D is unique, and it is equal the Moore-Penrose 
pseudoinverse Dt = (D*D)-‘DT. Therefore every approximate I].]]-inverse 
of D has the form 
G= D+(Zn+l-~*~T). 
Therefore we obtain the following corollary immediately from Theorem 4. 
COROLLARY 1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3 be satisfied. Then an 
approximate 11. II-inverse G of D does not depend upon the choice of s in (16). 
Moreover, the matrix G is unique if and only if the I(* Itdual vector to w is 
unique, where w satisfies (8). 
A similar result was proved by FIores de Chela [3] for the Z,-norm. The 
Z,dual vector to w satisfying (8) is unique if and only if the matrix D 
satisfies Haar’s condition. If we take the &-norm for 1~ p < co, then the 
$,-dual vector is always unique. The Zidual vector to w = (wi, . . . , w,+ l)T is 
unique if and only if the index k such that 
IWkl = malwjl 
j 
is unique. 
From (13)-(15) we obtain 
Therefore we have the following corollary from Theorem 4. 
COROLLARY 2. Let the assumptions (7) be satisfied. Then we have 
DG=Z,+,- w *wT for every approximate 11. (J-inverse G of D. 
This corollary generalizes Lemma 2.1 given in [ 111 for the &-norm. 
De Chela [3] proved that every matrix A E 9%‘(‘+ nX” of rank r has an 
approximate I,-inverse. Her result may be easily extended to any arbitrary 
norm I]* )I in .GV+ ‘. 
THEOREM 5. Let A E B(“+l)xn have rankr, and let Ij.I( be a norm in 
9 ‘+ ‘. Then A has an approximute I(. Itinverse. 
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Proof. Let A of rank r have the following singular value decomposition 
(see [8, p. 3171): 
where U and V are orthogonal matrices, Z = diag(aj) E .9Prxr, aj > 0, and 
Or, O,, 0, denote the appropriate zero blocks. Let 
B=u[;l], o= [ii]. 
Then A = [B, @IV T. The matrix B satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 3. 
Therefore B has an approximate 11. Itinverse G. We take 
H=V 0” , 
[ 1 -4 
where 0, is the appropriate zero block. Then we have 
AHA=A, AH=BG. 
Thus H is an approximate ]I* [l-inverse of A (see Theorem 1). This completes 
the proof. n 
We now take a norm in 6%“” such that 
IIWI = llbll 08) 
for a permutation matrix P, P E .cS”“~~, and every vector b, b E am. Then 
the ) 1. I J-solution of (3) does not depend upon the order of the equations of the 
system (3). This assumption is natural with regard to the application of an 
approximate I(.((-inverse [see the problem (4)]. Let a norm ((3 (( satisfy (18). 
Then for the operator induced norm we have 
IlPlW = lW’,II = IIBIL (19) 
where P, and Pz are permutation matrices, P,, Pz E 93’” Xm, and B is an 
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arbitrary matrix, B E 3 m ’ “‘. The relations (we have P,P,’ = I,,) 
llP,W IWI 
[(P,BII = max ___ = max - 
x+0 IIXII *+o II41 ’ 
ll*PA IIBYII IPYII 
IlBP211 = p+y m = max - = max - 
!f+o IKYII Y#O IIYII 
imply this. 
THEOREM 6. Let D E gmxn, rank(D) < m, and let a norm I(. )I satisfy 
the assumption (18). Zf P is a permutation matrix, P E .~2”‘~~, then the 
matrix H = GPT is an approximate J(.JI-inverse of PD, where G is an 
approximate 1). (I-inverse of D. 
Proof. Let G be an approximate I(. [)-inverse of D. From Theorem 1 and 
(19) we obtain 
IlDG - Z,l( = IjPDG - PII = (IPDGPT - Z,,J = 1, 
which completes the proof. n 
The ZP-norm (1~ p < 00) satisfies the assumption (18). Flores de Chela [3] 
proved Theorem 6 for the I,-norm. 
4. A GENERALIZATION OF THE MAIN RESULT 
Let us consider the linear matrix equation (see [ll]) 
AX+YB=C (go) 
with A E R”“, B E Rsx”, and C = (cij) E gmx” given. The equation (20) 
has a solution X and Y if and only if (see [l]) 
However, we do not assume that the equation (20) is consistent. The matrix 
C may be interpreted as an element c of the vector space B”“? 
c = vet(C) = (cI1, czl ,..., cm1 ,..., clnr cZn,.. ., cm,)‘. 
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Let the space 9%““” be equipped with any arbitrary vector norm )I. 11, and let 
]C] be equal to the norm of the vector c, JC] = ]]c]]. Together with the norm 
(]. I], we consider also the dual norm I]. ]I *. Hence 
ICI*= “2 (C,W>, 
IWI=l 
where W=(wij)~ Rmx” and 
(C, W) = : i: cijwij. 
i=l j=l 
A matrix C*, C* E gmXn, such that ]C*] = 1 and (C*,C) = ]C(* is called 
a I]. ]]dual matrix to C, C z 0. 
The matrices X and Y are a I]. [I-solution of (20) if 
]AX+YB-C(=6=n$AU+VB-Cl. 
Wedenote R(X;Y)=(rij(X;Y))=AX+YR-C. 
In what follows we assume that 1). II is the $,-norm (1 d P d 00). Hence we 
have (1~ p < co) 
‘i,j / 
The properties of the norm ]a JP are investigated in [4]. 
We now assume 
m=r+l, n=s+l, rank(A) = r, rank(B) = s. (21) 
Let 
w=(w,,...,~~+,)‘~ker(Ar), u = (~i,...,~~+i)r~ ker(B), 
]]w]] * = ]]U]] * = 1. (22) 
We consider the linear matrix equation 
AX+YB=C-yZ* (23) 
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under the assumptions (21) and (22), with Z = wur and 
y=wTCu. (24) 
It is known (see [ll]) that the system (23) is consistent and every solution is a 
(1. (]-solution of (20). Moreover, we have y = + 6. If the system (20) is 
consistent, then y = 0. 
It is obvious that 
lXYTI, = I141plIYIl,~ (25) 
where x E .G%‘~ and y E 9”. It is easy to verify the following theorem (see 
(25) and Lemma 2.1 in [7]; compare Corollary 3.1 in [ 121 and Corollary 4 in 
U31). 
THEOREM 7. Let (1. I( be the I,,-norm (1~ p < co), and let the assump- 
tions (21) and (22) be satisfied. lf w* and u* are arbitrary 1,dual vectors to 
w and u, respectively, then the matrix Wan is an 1,dual matrix to wuT, 
lf 1~ p -C 00, then the &dual matrix to wuT always is unique. However, the 
l,dual matrix to wuT is unique if and only if the matrices A and B satisfy 
Haar’s condition (this implies that every wi # 0 and uj f 0). The l,-dual 
matrix to wuT is unique if and only if the indices i and j such that 
wiuj = * 1 are unique. 
We omit the proof of this theorem. 
We now prove the theorem which is given for p = 1 in [13]. 
THEOREM 8. Let (1. (1 be the l,norm (1~ p < co) and let the assump- 
tions (21) and (22) be satisfied. Then X and Y are an Q-solution of (20) if 
and only if they are a solution of (23) foT some &dual matrix Z * to 
z = wuT. 
Proof. Let (1. (I be the &-norm (1 < p < co), and let the relations (21) and 
(22) hold. We proved this theorem for p = 1 in [13]. Therefore we consider 
1 < p < 00. If the system (20) is consistent, then the theorem is obvious. Thus 
we now assume y # 0 [see (24)]. 
We recall that the system (23) is consistent and every solution is an 
&-solution of (20) (see [ll]). 
Now, let X and Y be an Z,-solution of (20). Then we have (see Corollary 
3.2 in [ll] and Theorem 3.3 in [12]) 
rjj( X; Y) = - sign( wiuj) y if wiujzo. 
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It is easy to verify that the matrix ( - l/y)R(X; Y) is an Z,dual matrix to 
wuT. This implies that X and Y are a solution of (23) with 2 * = 
( - l/y)R(X Y>. 
Let X and Y be an Z,solution of (20) (1~ p < co). Then the matrix 
R( X; Y) is determined uniquely, because the Idnorm with 1~ p < cc is 
strictly convex (see [lo]). Moreover, the &dual matrix to wuT is unique for 
1 < p < cc (see Theorem 7). Therefore the matrices X and Y are a solution of 
(23); which‘completes the proof. 
We can write (20) in the form 
Dz=c (26) 
with 
c = vec( C), 
vec( X ) 
‘= vet(Y) ’ [ 1 
where EJ denotes the Kronecker product. 
]2, P. 421) 
n 
D = [ Z,@A, B%Z,], (27) 
It is easy to verify that (compare 
vec(yw*(n*)T) = vec(w*wTC*(u*)T) = (u*uT)@(w*wT)vec(C). 
(28) 
We now take Z* = Wan in (23) with the arbitrary $,-dual vectors w* 
and U* to w and u, respectively (see Theorem 7). Then the system (23) may 
be written as follows [see (28); compare (26)] 
Dz=c-(u*uT)@(w*wT)c, 
where D, z, and c are defined in (27). 
(2% 
THEOREM 9. Let 1). 11 be the Zprm (1 B p d co), and let the ussump- 
tions (21) and (22) be satisfied. Then the matrix G of the form 
G = D- [I,, -(u*uT)@(w*wT)]+(Z,,+,,- D-D)W (30) 
is an approximate I,-inverse of D = [I,@ A, BT@ I,,,], where W E 
.2~nr+sm)x(mn) is arbitrary and D- is any g-inverse of D. 
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Proof. Let the assumptions of the theorem be satisfied, and let G have 
the form (30). The system (29) is consistent (see Theorem 8). Therefore the 
vector 
X=D-(I,,-(u*Ur)@(W*W=))C+(z”,+,,-D-Z@, (31) 
where d E .c%““+~“’ is arbitrary, is a solution of (29). Let d = WC with W 
arbitrary. Then from (30) and (31) we obtain that z = Cc is a solution of (29) 
and it is an I,-solution of (26). Thus we have 
JjDGc - c(J,, = min(IDy - clip 
Y 
for an arbitrary vector c. Moreover, we have DGD = D. This implies that G 
is an approximate $-inverse of D, which completes the proof. n 
We now assume additionally that the matrices A and B are such that the 
$-dual matrix to U.U~ is unique (see Theorem 7). Then every approximate 
Idinverse of D (see (27)) has the form (30). Namely, we have the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 10. Let the assumptions of Theorem 9 be satisfied. Zf ad- 
ditionally the matrices A and B are such that the matrix wuT has a unique 
l,duul matrix, then the matrix G is an approximute $-inverse of D = 
[Z,@A, BT@ZIm] if and only if G has the form (30). 
Proof. Let the assumptions of the theorem be satisfied. If G has the 
form (30) then G is an approximate $-inverse of D (see Theorem 9). 
Now, let G be an approximate &-inverse of D. Then the vector z = Gc is 
an Idsolution of (26) and the residual vector Dz - c is unique, because we 
have assumed that the &dual matrix to wuT is unique (see Theorem 8). 
Therefore we obtain 
Dz-c= -(u*uT)@(w*wT)c= DGc-c. 
This holds for arbitrary c. Therefore we have 
DG - I,, = - (u*UT)@(W*WT). (32) 
It is known that if the matrix equation AX = C is consistent, then its general 
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solution is X = A-C + (I - A -A)W with W arbitrary (see [l]). Therefore G 
has the form (30) [see (32)], which completes the proof. n 
The results given in this section may be extended to some other classes of 
norms. 
The author thanks a referee very much for recommending the use of the 
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